JEREMY SHRADER MUSIC
-We Set the Standard-

www.jeremyshradermusic.com

2017 Price List
Jeremy Shrader Combos
Great for listening or dancing - without overpowering.

$400-$2300 :: The crooning vocals of Jeremy Shrader are featured in this intimate setting. Shrader also
provides trumpet interludes and lively conversation. Solo performance and combos from two to seven pieces
are available.
Jeremy and Michelle
Husband and wife duo will bring the love to your next event.

$400-$3000 :: Jeremy sings and plays trumpet with his wife, Michelle (classical guitarist, vocalist, and
songwriter), performing an array of styles and songs ranging from jazz standards, pop, and classical, to original
compositions. They are also available individually or with their jazz combos, from three to eight pieces.
Hot Jazz Combos
If you want a lively, Creole style party, then you need the Dixieland swing of this band.

$800-$3000 :: The sound of Louis Armstrong ,“The Great Gatsby,” and 20’s ‘Hot Jazz’. Three horns, banjo,
piano, tuba, and drums provide an authentic sound and their repertoire of swinging tunes will keep your guests
of all ages smiling. This group is available in many configurations, from two to eight pieces.
Jeremy Shrader's Octocats
All the elegance and style of a big band, but on a smaller scale.

$2500-$3000 :: This band has four horns and a driving rhythm section, like the classic Hollywood wedding
band. This is a smaller version of our popular big band, playing many of the same songs. This is great music
for dancing and for delighting your guests.
New Memphis Hepcats
WOW them with this 16-piece stunner! Rat Pack, Big Bands, and more.

$5000-$6000 :: This is our flagship band, made for getting people on their feet! Whether you want the
sophisticated swing of Ellington or the smooth vocals of Sinatra, this band can give it to you, with class to
spare. The full horn section sound will add flair to your event, or make your wedding truly unforgettable.
J.S. Brass Band
Brass, boogie, and blues!

$800-$3500 :: Add a second line to bring your guests in or out, make a grand entrance, or move the party
along! We bring the sound of New Orleans and Mardi Gras to any party or event. Horns, drums, and
sousaphone are ready to travel and bring the boogie. This can be easily added to any band package or
available as a stand-alone ensemble - three to nine piece ensembles are available.
Big Barton
Classic country and western from the golden age of WSM radio.

$600-$2700 :: The songs of Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, Johnny Cash, and Pasty Cline bring an authentic
southern charm to any event. Jeremy sings and plays guitar with some of the finest musicians in the area and
some of the biggest belt buckles you've ever seen. Two to seven piece ensembles are available.

*All price ranges listed are for engagements in the Memphis metro area. Prices may vary for holidays, off-peak times, performance length, or out-oftown travel expenses. Booking requires a signed contract and 50% deposit, with balance due one week before performance time. Ensembles larger
than 7 pieces may require a professional sound system and engineer to be provided at additional cost. One hour of consultation will be provided free of
charge, further consultation requires a signed contract and deposit. To receive an exact price quote, please call or email!
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